
XE-A207W/B, XE-A217W/B and XE-A307 
Electronic Cash Registers

Sharp have been producing high quality Electronic Cash 
Registers for over 30 years /This is Why we are a trusted 
brand for your retail or hospitality business.

MULTI-LINE LARGE  
OPERATOR DISPLAY



/  This is Why our copiers can help increase 
productivity and improve your workflow
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Introduction

Sharp constantly strive to make our Electronic Cash Registers 
easier to use /This is Why our new range of terminals feature 
a large, multi-line operator display to help reduce mistakes 
and increase speed of service.

New Electronic Cash Registers at-a-glance

Model: XE-A207W / XE-A207B 

• Large multi-line operator display
•  Full size keyboard with 53 raised keys
• 1 station fast and silent printing
• SD card slot for data back-up
• Data export to PC via SD card

Model: XE-A217W / XE-A217B 

•  Large multi-line operator display
•  Spill-proof full size keyboard with  

119 flat keys
•  1 station fast and silent printing
•  SD card slot for data back-up
•  Data export to PC via SD card

Model: XE-A307 

•  Large multi-line operator display
•  Full size keyboard with 58 raised keys
•  2 station fast and silent printing
•  SD card slot for data back-up
•  Data export to PC via SD card
• Support for barcode scanning
• Easy programming

SHARP ELECTRONIC CASH  
REGISTERS ARE SIMPLE TO 
PROGRAMME AND DESIGNED  
TO MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER
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XE-A207W (Light Grey) / XE-A207B (Black)

Sharp understands that every successful retail outlet has 
to start somewhere /This is Why our XE-A207 is the ideal 
machine to help grow, and grow with, your business.

A new addition to the best-selling Sharp Electronic Cash Register range, the  
XE-A207 features a class leading large multi-line operator display and is ideal 
for retailers who need a professional, reliable and easy to use machine.

Featuring a new contemporary cabinet design, the XE-A207 series comes in 
a choice of light grey or black and will fit in with most hospitality and retail 
interiors. A sturdy metal full sized lockable cash drawer is included with the 
XE-A207 which is perfect for busy outlets that have up to 600 customers a day.

For ease of use a free PC Link software programme allows for effortless product 
maintenance and a new data export function allows for sales data to be saved 
for use within any spreadsheet.

Features at-a-glance

Model: XE-A207W / XE-A207B 

•  Contemporary, stylish design
•  Multi-line LCD operator display
•    High speed, quiet, single station  

thermal printer (12 lines sec.)
•    Pop-up swivel customer display 
•    Full size keyboard with 53 responsive 

raised keys
•   99 departments (max.)

 
•    Full audit trail  

(9000 line electronic journal)
•   2000 PLU / items
•   Support for up to 25 clerks
•   Graphic logo printing
•   Currency conversion
•    Lockable full size sturdy metal cash 

drawer with 5 note and 8 coin  
compartments

•    Time-saving automatic task routines 
(1 auto menu for 5 auto keys)

•    SD card slot for peace-of-mind data 
back-up

•   Export sales data into spreadsheet
•   Free PC Programming tool
•   Available in light grey or black

LARGE, BRIGHT AND 
TILTABLE 5/8 LINE 
OPERATOR DISPLAY
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XE-A217W (Light Grey) / XE-A217B (Black)

Sharp understands that hospitality owners have specific 
needs for Electronic Cash Registers /This is Why we designed 
the new XE-A217 with a large spill-proof keyboard.

The XE-A217 features a brightly lit large multi-line operator display, that is easy 
to read in low light environments and is ideal for hospitality owners who need 
a professional and durable machine.

Featuring a new stylish contemporary cabinet design, the XE-A217 series comes 
in a choice of light grey or black and will fit well in most design conscious 
hospitality environments.

A key feature for a hospitality outlet is the spill-proof silicone rubber keyboard 
with 119 keys. For ease of use, a free PC Link software programme allows for 
effortless menu maintenance and a new data export function allows for sales 
data to be saved for use within any spreadsheet.

The Sharp XE-A217 is the perfect partner for any hospitality business.

Features at-a-glance

Model: XE-A217W / XE-A217B 

•  Contemporary, stylish design
•  Multi-line LCD operator display
•    High speed, quiet, single station  

thermal printer (12 lines sec.)
•    Pop-up swivel customer display 
•    Full size flat spill-proof keyboard 

with 119 flat keys
•   99 departments (max.)

 
•    Full audit trail  

(9000 line electronic journal)
•   2000 PLU / items
•   Support for up to 25 clerks
•   Graphic logo printing
•   Currency conversion
•    Lockable full size sturdy metal cash 

drawer with 5 note and 8 coin  
compartments

•    Time-saving automatic task routines 
(1 auto menu for 5 auto keys)

•     SD card slot for peace-of-mind data 
back-up

•   Export sales data into spreadsheet
•   Free PC Programming tool
•   Available in light grey or black

FULL-SIZE LOCKABLE  
METAL CASH DRAWER  
WITH 8 COIN AND 5  
NOTE COMPARTMENTS
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XE-A307W (Light Grey)

Efficient customer service can make all the difference in the 
retail world /This is Why our new XE-A307 is designed with 
a number of practical, user-friendly, time-saving features.

As the highest specification machine in the new Sharp Electronic Cash Register 
range, the XE-A307 has a whole host of features and functions, including a full 
audit trail, multi-line operator display and barcode scanning support making it 
ideal for larger, more demanding retail outlets. 

One of the key benefits of the XE-A307 is the built-in support for barcode scanning, 
which allows for accurate customer service. For a full audit trail, the XE-A307 
features a fast twin station printer, as well as a 9000 line electronic journal.

For ease of use a free PC Link software programme allows for effortless product 
maintenance and a data export function via the SD card allows for sales data to be 
saved for use within any spreadsheet.

BARCODE SCANNING AIDS 
PROMPT CUSTOMER SERVICE

Features at-a-glance

Model: XE-A307W 

•  Contemporary, stylish design
•  Multi-line LCD operator display
•    High speed, quiet, twin station  

drop-in thermal printer (12 lines sec.)
•  Built-in barcode scanning support
•    Pop-up swivel customer display 
•  10,000 PLU / items
•    Full size keyboard with 59 responsive  

raised keys

 
 
 

•   99 departments (max.)
•    Full audit trail (9000 line electronic 

journal)
•   Support for up to 25 clerks
•   Graphic logo printing
•   Currency conversion
•    Lockable metal cash drawer with 

note and coin compartments
 

 
 
 

•   Time-saving automatic task routines  
(1 auto menu for 5 auto keys)

•   SD card slot for data back-up
•   Exportable sales data
•   Free PC Programming tool
•   Overlapped clerks
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Software Solution

Sharp understands the importance of managing your sales 
data /This is Why our intuitive PC Programming tool can help 
prevent small problems from becoming bigger ones.

The free PC Programming tool allows for the preset data on 
the Electronic Cash Register to be edited and saved, making 
it an essential resource for any retail or hospitality user.

Utilising the built-in SD card slot, no extra cabling is 
required as the data which is stored on the SD card will 
be read by the PC Programming tool. To ensure that 
professional receipts are given to customers, the PC 
Programming tool has a useful graphic logo function 
which allows images to be printed on the receipt.

The PC Programming tool saves time and helps to minimise 
any costly mistakes as data can be viewed on a PC screen 
prior to uploading on to the Electronic Cash Register.

With so much functionality in a free and easy to use 
software package, the Sharp PC Programming tool is an 
indispensable tool for any retail or hospitality user.

EASY-TO-USE, POWERFUL 
SOFTWARE ALLOWS  

IMPORT/EXPORT OF DATA

Features at-a-glance

•    Full maintenance of:
    - PLU
    - EAN (on XE-A307)
    - Departments
    - Graphical logos
    - Receipt logo text
    - Tax & VAT rates
    - VAT ID

System requirements

•  Windows XP Professional
•  SP3 (32-bit edition)
•   Windows Vista Ultimate SP1  

 (32 bit / 64 bit edition)
•   Windows 7 Ultimate 

 (32 bit / 64 bit edition)
•    .NET framework 3.5 of higher  

runtime environment required

•   No cabling required as SD card is utilised
•    Peace of mind as data can be backed-up and 

restored using PC Programming tool
•    Save time as multiple items can be  

programmed on a PC and saved to the  
Electronic Cash Register

•    New PLUs can be created from within the  
PC tool or unwanted PLUs can be deleted
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Product specifications

Keyboard 
Features

Product 
Overview

Model  XE-A207W / XE-A207B XE-A217W / XE-A217B XE-A307
 
	 Type		 Alpha-numeric		 Alpha-numeric		 Alpha-numeric

	 Departments		 99		 99		 99

	 Items	(PLU)		 2000		 2000		 10,000

	 Tables	(GLU)		 –		 50		 –

	 Tax	rates		 4		 4		 4

	 No.	of	cashiers		 25		 25		 25

	 Electronic	journal		 9000	lines		 9000	lines		 9000	lines

	 Logo	text	print		 Text		 Text		 Text

	 Graphic	logo		 Yes		 Yes		 Yes

	 Help	function		 Yes		 Yes		 Yes

	 SD	card	slot		 Yes		 Yes		 Yes

	 Scanning		 –		 –		 Yes

	 Key	type	 Raised		 Flat		 Raised

	 Number	of	keys		 53		 119		 59

	 Printing	speed	(lines	per	sec.)		 12		 12		 12

	 Easy	‘drop-in’	loading		 Yes		 Yes		 Yes

	 No.	of	printers		 1		 1		 2

	 Receipt	paper	(width	mm)		 58	 58	 58

	 Paper	roll.	(max.	dia.	mm)		 80		 80		 80

	 No.	of	characters		 30		 30		 30

	 Operator	display	(no.	of	dots)		 160	(w)	x	64	(h)		 160	(w)	x	64	(h)		 160	(w)	x	64	(h)

	 Display	type		 LCD	backlit		 LCD	backlit	 LCD	backlit	 	
	 	 Alpha-numeric		 Alpha-numeric		 Alpha-numeric

	 No.	of	note	compartments		 5		 5		 5

	 No.	of	coin	compartments		 8		 8		 8

	 Integrated	lock		 Yes		 Yes		 Yes

	 Height	(mm)		 330		 330		 237

	 Length	(mm)		 360		 360		 355

	 Width	(mm)		 425		 425		 420

	 Weight	(kg)		 11.0		 11.0		 12.0

Cash Draw 
Features

Dimensions

Printer 
Features



SHARP ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD
4 FURZEGROUND WAY 
STOCKLEY PARK
UXBRIDGE
MIDDLESEX UB11 1EZ
TEL: 020 8734 2000   
FAX: 020 8734 2400

www.sharp.co.uk/epos

DEALER STAMP


